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Composer: Handel, He was born in ______________ -Died in _____________  

His full name is?________________________________________________________

He lived ___________ years ago when it was normal for a man to wear a ___________

He was a German composer who moved to ________________

King George II of England wanted music for his ________________________ display 

Thousands of people came to London while 100 musician played Handel’s composition 

called Music for the ________________ ___________________.

The music was better than the fireworks and included these brass 

instruments:________________________
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Composer: Bach, He was born in  ______________ -Died in _____________  

His full name is?______________________________ and pronounced like__________

He lived around the same time as the composer ___________ and also wore a ______

He was a German composer ________________ who played the _________________

The organ is like the piano and the _____________________ musical instrument of all. 

He had ___________ children and still had time to ______________magnificent music. 

The organ has _____________, pedals and _________________ and other _________ 
to press.

One of his famous pieces is _________________ and _________________ in D minor.
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Composer: Mozart, He was born in ______________ -Died in _____________

His full name is?________________________________________________________

You can find his head on the top of this candy: ________________________________

He played the piano and this string instrument:________________________________

Mozart began composing at what age? _______ He only lived until the age of: _______ 

An opera is like a ___________ except the people on stage __________ to each other.

One of his best operas is named: ___________________________________________

Little pipes joined together to look a bit like a fan are:____________________________
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Composer: Beethoven, He was born in ______________ -Died in _____________

His full name is?________________________________________________________

He was quite _____________________ but he was good at writing________________ 

He had _______ ideas. Beethoven went _________ but he still______________ music.

A portion  of Beethoven’s piece about nature called _______________________was all

part of his symphony is called ____________________________________________.

A symphony is a long piece of music for an orchestra which is a ___________ group of 

instruments.


